return address: Langwater 763, 1069EG Amsterdam, The Netherlands
collaboration agreement for models & photographers
I love collaborating with models and photographers! Whenever there’s an opportunity for creative souls to work
together, I try to make it happen. What I like most, is seeing what models and photographers do with my designs.
How you use your creativity and add it to mine: 1+1=3! There are however, a few things we need to agree on
beforehand:
photos
- I want at least four (4) different edited photos per outfit, in two sizes: suitable for print & suitable for
web/social media [models: discuss this with the photographer when you shoot my designs].
- I love seeing behind the scenes/back of camera shots on social media as well!
promotion
- Social media promotion is key! I will credit both photographer and model (and make-up artist, hair stylist,
etc) and ask you to mention and tag me as well.
- I will use the photos on my website (which includes my webshop) and social media.
- We will discuss the use of the photos on Fetlife (I will only post pics there with explicit permission).
style
-

As stated before, I encourage you to use your creativity (of both model and photographer) with my designs.
I do try to target a certain audience, so please stay away from producing adult or explicit images.
I focus more on fashion than fetish [unless we agreed on something else].
No guns, real fur and animals in the pictures.

latex care
- Oil deteriorates latex. Oils are in perfumes, body creams and on skin: wash it after wearing.
- Most metals stain latex, especially the lighter colours.
- Nicotine stains latex too – be careful if you’re a smoker, wash your hands after smoking.
- UV light (sunlight!), will break down the latex, leaving white spots that have no shine. Store it in a dark place.
- After wearing, clean it with a basic dish-washing soap. After washing, rinse with clear water.
- After washing, hang the latex to dry or use a clean towel to dry it, inside and outside.
- Lube (with silicone lube) the latex after drying
- Or powder with talcum powder
- For a perfect shine, rub some silicone lube on the outside of the outfit, or use a silicone spray.
- Latex is fragile. It can tear. Be careful with long fingernails and other sharp objects. I expect you to be
careful, but accidents happen. I you damage an item, please message me about it and explain what
happened. I value honesty highly!
other
- The item(s) have to be returned after 1 month (EU models/photographers) and 2 months
(models/photographers outside the EU) [unless we agreed on something else].
- Some samples are for sale. If you like a certain item/outfit, feel free to enquire about buying it. If you’re
looking for something special, please ask! I love make custom outfits and will most likely be able to offer you
a discount if our collaboration went well ;)
- The collaboration is between you and Dazzled Designs Latex, no one else. Do not share or lend out the
items to another model/photographer. [unless we agreed on something else].
- The items are to be used for shooting/promoting only. Do not use them privately or wear the clothes out to
parties. [unless we agreed on something else].
- The package must be sent back with track and trace. This is non-negotiable.

